
Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • by Venkat 
Subramaniam • This month Venkat begins a year-long series on 
moving from imperative to functional programming in Java 8.  

Mob Programming • by Mark Pearl • Mob Programming can be seen 
as an evolutionary step forward from Pair Programming. In this series, 
Mark shares hands-on experience in what it takes to get a team started 
with Mob Programming.  

How I Blew That Interview • by Onorio Catenacci • Don’t bring 
your throwing stars to the job interview. 

Tilting My Mirror • by Derek Sivers • It’s a new year and you want to 
start it right, focusing on what’s important to you, not letting others’ 
agendas blind you to your own. Maybe you need to tilt your mirror. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • by Marcus Blankenship • Marcus reveals two secrets of great one-on-
one meetings that build strong relationships. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • by Johanna Rothman • Do you want a 
Minimum Viable Product or a Minimum Viable Experiment? They’re not the same. 

Shady Illuminations • by John Shade • John Shade returns and laments the sorry state of 
driving. 

Departments 

Index to PragPub 2016 • Here’s a guide to everything we published last year. If you missed an 
issue, you can still get it. 

On Tap • by Michael Swaine • Your editor introduces the issue. 

Swaine’s World • by Michael Swaine • Tech News • The PragPub Puzzle • Choice Bits. 

Antonio on Books • by Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech books of note. 

The BoB Pages • by BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose 
Garden. Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. 
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On Writing for Us • Michael Swaine • An invitation. We want your 
article, your book. 

On Writing Well • Derek Sivers • To communicate you have to 
engage your audience. That’s what writing well means. 

Liberation from the von Neumann Style • Hal Fulton  • A long-
time Ruby programmer looks at the motivations behind object-oriented 
and functional programming and sees where things are heading.  

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam  
• In this installment of his series, Venkat starts with familiar imperative 
code and refactors it to a functional style. Along the way you’ll learn to 
focus on the whole instead of the parts.  

Mob Programming • Mark Pearl  • Mob Programming can be seen as an evolutionary step 
forward from Pair Programming. In this series, Mark shares hands-on experience in what it takes to 
get a team started with Mob Programming. This month, your first mob.  

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • You need feedback from your team. You have 
to ask for it. Here’s how. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • Problem: you have 
people who are integral to the ability of a team to deliver, and they are not part of one team. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • We’re now all experimental subjects for software company 
beta-testing. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Your editor introduces the issue. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Tech News • The PragPub Puzzle • Choice Bits. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech books of note. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues.
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Beyond Functional Programming • Adam Tornhill • Adam’s 
exploration of the J language will stretch your mind with unfamiliar 
syntax and a different paradigm, as he goes beyond functional 
programming where you can subtract one function from another or 
calculate the derivative of a function. 

Alien Voices from Planet J • Ron Jeffries • J will mess with your 
mind. 

The Roots of J • Michael Swaine • APL, Kenneth Iverson’s 
uncompromising math programming language and the predecessor to 
the J language. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat refactors a piece of code that picks an element from a 
collection and shows that the benefits of functional style go beyond just code elegance. 

Mob Programming  • Mark Pearl • Mob Programming can be seen as an evolutionary step 
forward from Pair Programming. In this series, Mark shares hands-on experience in what it takes to 
get a team started with Mob Programming. This month, Mark tackles four common challenges 
teams new to mobbing face. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • The word that makes Marcus’s blood boil. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • Saying “No” to more 
work. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • Too smart is dumb. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Your editor introduces the issue. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Tech News • The PragPub Puzzle • Choice Bits. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio looks at all the new tech books of note. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues.
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What Is Low-Code? • Matthew Revell • The software market today 
demands rapid development. Low-code eliminates much of the routine 
coding in app development to let you focus on the ten percent of your 
app that is unique. 

Low-Code Mobile Development • Stanley Idesis • Is low-code for 
you? Find out in this hands-on example of mobile development on a 
low-code platform. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat examines functional versus 
imperative approaches to joining values, with three increasingly 
challenging situations. 

Mob Programming • Mark Pearl • Mob Programming can be seen as an evolutionary step 
forward from Pair Programming. In this series, Mark shares hands-on experience in what it takes to 
get a team started with Mob Programming. This month he looks at the advantages of mob 
programming over pair programming. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • How to react when a programmer tells you 
that a working piece of code really, really needs to be refactored. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • When you need to say no 
to management, how do you approach that conversation? 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • Bots. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Low-code platforms, mobbing, and Java 8. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Tech Stories, the PragPub Puzzle, and some Choice Bits. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Programming and 29 
more tech topics in this month’s collection of new tech books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle.
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Reliable Source • James Bonang • The unexpected discovery of a 
venerable artifact leads Jim to examine tools and techniques that can 
help you eliminate memory errors in C++ code in this first installment 
in an occasional series on building quality software. You’ll save time, 
effort, and maybe a project or two. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat focuses on the functional 
approach to one of the most common operations on data: sorting. 

Mob Programming • Woody Zuill • How can five people at one 
computer be productive? 

Why Your Programmers Just Want to Code • Marcus 
Blankenship • Some programmers won’t contribute anything but code. They probably didn’t start 
out that way. 
  
Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • How to react when a programmer tells you 
that a working piece of code really, really needs to be refactored. Part 2. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • You can’t touch this. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • The unexpected discovery of a venerable artifact. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Tech stories and puzzles.  

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Programming and 29 
more tech topics in this month’s collection of new tech books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle. 
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TDD Guided by ZOMBIES • James Grenning • James has been 
using and teaching Test-Driven Development for years, with a little 
help from ZOMBIES. 

Crystal: A Better Ruby • Ivo Balbaert • Crystal is not a replacement 
for Ruby, but a companion language for those places where Ruby needs 
a performance boost. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat focuses on the functional 
approach to one of the most common operations on data: grouping. 

Mob Programming • Mark Pearl • He felt like he was slowing the 
whole team down. Was Mob Programming actually making this 
newbie’s experience worse? 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • What the programmer wrote was fine, but it 
wasn’t what you agreed on — or did you even have agreement? 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • A cadence is a pulse, a 
rhythm for a project. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • Some problems are really hard. Avoid them. They’re hard. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Zombies to the rescue, the virtues of mobs, a brighter Ruby, and other 
strange tales. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • What was announced at Apple’s WWDC. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Bots are the future of software. Antonio’s featured book 
this month makes that bold claim. Antonio touches on that and 29 more tech topics in this month’s 
collection of new tech books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle.
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Chris Crawford vs. the Dragon • Michael Swaine • He was at the 
top of his game. And then one day he walked away from it all. 

Erica on Swift • Erica Sadun • A new Swift API lets you convert any 
sequence to a dictionary by grouping its elements. Erica explores some 
of the applications of this powerful capability. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat shows how to do pre-op and 
post-op on a function. 

Mob Programming • Mark Pearl • Mark wraps up his series on mob 
programming with some advice on how to get your manager to buy into 
the concept. 

Reliable Source • James Bonang • Jim discloses many of the pitfalls of floating point arithmetic 
while revisiting the classic television series The Prisoner. 
  
How to Write • Derek Sivers • Derek offers some unusual advice on writing. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • The things that are going to trouble you as you 
move to a management role, and how to deal with them. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • There’s more to it than 
counting pizzas. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • There’s a workaround to Heisenberg’s Uncertainty 
Principle? You can’t count on anything these days. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • What’s in this big fat anniversary issue. 
Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • A change in the tech publishing scene in the context of the 
changing nature of publishing generally. 
Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Everybody needs to know about HTTP/2. Antonio 
touches on that and 29 more tech topics in this month’s collection of new tech books. 
The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle. 
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The Startling Uniquing of Swift 4 Dictionaries • Erica Sadun • 
It’s called uniquing, and it lets you do neat things like count the 
number of times a token appears in a sequence. 

How to Conduct an Algorithms Interview • Jay Wengrow • Jay 
authored a book on algorithms but he’d fail many algorithm-based 
whiteboard interviews. Because they’re bad. Here’s how to fix them. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat shows how using builtin 
functions can reduce the amount of code and make it more expressive. 

Reliable Source • James Bonang • Jim reveals the secret to 
comparing floating point numbers while exploring the origins of virtual 
reality. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • This month Marcus talks about that time he 
blew it. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • You’re keeping everyone 
busy. So why are there all these delays? 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • You’re living in a haunted house. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Floating-point numbers are to reals as virtual reality is to reality. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Your editor has glasses on his mind. And face. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio delivers this month’s collection of new tech 
books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the Pragmatic Programmers and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle.
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A Language for the Cloud • Josh Stella, Chris Grim, Jasper Van der 
Jeugt • If Fugue is an operating system for the Cloud, Ludwig is its 
system programming language. Here its authors offer a taste of what 
it’s like to program Cloud operations with Ludwig. 

Re-framing Your Expectations • Dmitri Sotnikov • React improves 
performance by virtualizing the DOM. Re-Frame builds on React with 
the power and ease of use of a modern functional language. 

A New Framework: the Increment • Ron Jeffries • Ron floats an 
idea that could be a driver for successful software development. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• In this installment of his series, Venkat looks at common operations 
for processing text files in the imperative style and then explores how to perform those operations in 
the functional style. 

Columns 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • The best you can hope 
for in managing people is that you get what you ask for. So make sure you’re asking for the right 
things. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • The opening sequence of the classic TV show “Freaks and 
Geeks” showed high-school students posing for their yearbook pictures. Welcome to high school, 
freaks and geeks. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • The Fall Fashion Issue. 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Seriously? Apple couldn’t get its next camera (aka phone) 
released in time for augmented reality eclipse selfies? 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio delivers this month’s collection of new tech 
books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the The Pragmatic Bookshelf and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle. 
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A Lesson in Learning • Diana Larsen • Change is the only constant. 
Keeping up with change requires constant learning. But encouraging 
learning in a business requires more than practices and programs. It 
requires a work environment optimized for learning. Diana knows how 
to create that environment. 

Decentralizing Leadership • Sandy Mamoli • It seemed like this 
self-management practice for running purpose-driven, responsive 
companies would be a good fit for their company. And ultimately it 
was. It just took a lot of fitting. 

What Are the Odds of That? • Derek Sivers • Derek shares three 
unlikely but true stories, and draws a lesson from them. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam • All this year, Venkat is 
exploring how to exploit the benefits of functional style in Java. In this installment of his series, he 
looks at how a functional approach can improve a particular design pattern. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • This month Marcus relates an episode from 
his past when he wasn’t such a great manager, and challenges you not to make his mistake. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • Maybe the problem’s not 
with the team, but with the system. But how do you determine that, and how do you prove it to 
management? 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • John has an opinion on the latest Elon Musk venture, one 
that involves Pringles and Kit Kats. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • Relax. There’s nothing scary in this issue. 
Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Life and learning, people and process, tools and techniques, 
tomorrow today, and a puzzle. 
Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio delivers this month’s collection of new tech 
books. 
The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new at the The Pragmatic Bookshelf and The Prose Garden. 
Top-selling books. Author events. Back issues. Solution to puzzle.
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My Diversity Experience • Karen Xie • The doubt became part of 
her self-image. She felt like she had to constantly perform above and 
beyond to prove herself. 

Face ID, Touch ID, No ID, PINs, and Pragmatic Security • Troy 
Hunt • The best tool in the world is worthless if nobody uses it. 

DRY Your Code With Macros • Ivo Balbaert • Macros can take a lot 
of redundancy out of your code. Ivo demonstrates with the Crystal 
language. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam 
• All this year, Venkat is exploring how to exploit the benefits of 
functional style in Java. In this installment of his series, he looks at the 
intricacies of one-to-many relationships. 

Columns 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • How do you decide what 
tasks to tackle first? It depends on your project, your customers, and your product. 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • Marcus recalls that time he deleted 42,000 
lines of code before checking in, and what he’s learned. 

Shady Illuminations • John Shade • Now that you’ve learned to compress your thoughts into 
140-character chunks, go ahead and pad them out to 280. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • What’s in this issue, and who did it? 

Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • KRACK, Hashgraph, qubits, APIs, and Puerto Rico. 

Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio delivers this month’s collection of new tech 
books. 

The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • Top-sellers and author appearances from the Pragmatic Bookshelf. 
PragPub back issues. Puzzle solved.
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Writing: Why Write a Tech Book? • Brian MacDonald • You have 
something to share with the world. Or you want to be an Author. Or 
you want in on those J. K. Rowling-level riches. Anyway, you want to 
write a book. Brian can help. 
Writing: Refining Your Tech Book Idea • Brian MacDonald • 
You’ve got a great book idea? Congratulations! The idea is where you 
start in writing a book. And the next step is writing, right? Not so fast. 
Writing: What to Expect from the Publishing Process • Brian 
MacDonald • Your proposal has been accepted. Now let Brian tell you 
what the next six to nine months of your life will be like. 

The Spotify Playbook • Jonathan Rasmusson • Three years ago, 
Jonathan joined a relatively unknown music streaming service called 
Spotify. The lessons he learned there about workplace culture have 
stayed with him and he wants to share them with you. 

Rails Is More Relevant than Ever • David Bryan Copeland • Remember web development 
before Ruby on Rails? Rails transformed that development experience. But is it growing a little long 
in the tooth? David says no. 

Refactoring to Functional Style in Java 8 • Venkat Subramaniam • All this year, Venkat is 
exploring how to exploit the benefits of functional style in Java. In this final installment of his 
series, he looks at the elegance and power of infinite sequences. 

Columns 

New Manager’s Playbook • Marcus Blankenship • This month Marcus shares some insight on 
writing software that he drew from the writing advice of William Gibson. 

Johanna on Managing Product Development • Johanna Rothman • What managers really 
need often isn’t what they asked for. 

Return to Foo Bar • Michael Swaine • Your editor makes a trip back to an old haunt. 

Departments 

On Tap • Michael Swaine • The Writing Issue. 
Swaine’s World • Michael Swaine • Stuff Mike found interesting this month. Also a puzzle. 
Antonio on Books • Antonio Cangiano • Antonio delivers the books. 
The BoB Pages • BoB Crew • What’s new. Solution to puzzle. 
Index to 2017 • BoB Crew • All the articles from 2017.
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Get it!

https://pragprog.com/book/ppanth/functional-programming-a-pragpub-anthology
https://pragprog.com/book/ppanth/functional-programming-a-pragpub-anthology



